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NEW FEATURES
> It is now possible to navigate and input data
into Quickforms by using Crescendo Speech. The
speed of dictation is increased and the collection
of data is simplified. Using this input method allows
physicians to dictate grouped fields in any order.
> Communication between Centro users is now
possible through an integrated Messaging feature
which allows notes to be left for those with access
to the report. For instance, a note can be left for a
physician if a report is unclear. The feature aims to
simplify communication between the healthcare
team, while centralizing all discussion about a
patient, eliminating the need for less secure modes
of interaction.
> The Centro Web application allows physicians
the freedom to view, modify and sign-off reports
remotely. Table input is now available to ensure
accurate quick touch entry of standard data via
the web (such as medications, vital signs, HPI).
> It is now possible to change the appointed cosigner in the event the original chosen co-signer
is unavailable; ensuring the completed report
is accessible in a timely manner without any
unnecessary delays.
> Inherited text or sections added by other authors
are now attributed as such by a stamp indicating
the data creation information, ensuring the data
can be traced to the original user and the date and
time it was generated. Text produced by another
author remains unchangeable.
> Centro can now automatically import images
from digital imaging devices such as a portable
ultrasound machine, providing support for visual
cues and eliminating paper output, ensuring the
electronic image becomes part of the patient’s
chart in a single step.
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Did you know?

Quickforms ensure data is organized and oblige
the user to ask certain questions during an
exam, almost like telling a story. Because input is
controlled, the document is not lacking any data
which can adversely affect patient care, making
Quickforms with Crescendo Speech the perfect
tool for teaching environments. By eliminating the
high licensing fees for third party vendor systems,
Crescendo Speech makes Speech Recognition
accessible to everyone. As a bonus, both
Crescendo Speech and SpeechMagic 7 can be
used on the same system.

ENHANCEMENTS
> Initial configuration of the system is now simplified
with the ability to define privileges and restrict
access by departments and report types based on
roles.
> SpeechMagic 7 Release 4 Fix Pack 3 is now
supported for both front and back end speech
recognition.
> During the report creation process, the author is
presented with a warning if the selected subject
has the same name as another patient in the
doctor’s “To-Do List” ensuring the correct individual
is selected and avoiding possible medical errors.
> Crescendo Speech and SpeechMagic 7 can both
run simultaneously on the same Citirix server.
> It is now possible to view details added to a summary
table item directly in the main summary screen.
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